Trinidad and Azerbaijan offshore areas are strongly affected by shallow gas anomalies which greatly attenuate seismic signals. Building velocity models in such areas with shallow water depths and gas can be a difficult task. Here we present two alternative ways to build reliable velocity models in the presence of shallow gas; one that is suitable to very shallow (<100m) and poor data quality areas and the other for deeper water depths. In the first instance, we make use of Diving-Wave refraction tomography method to build shallow velocity models offshore Trinidad and Azerbaijan. Previous use of this method has been limited to processing seismic data to produce a shallow velocity model to determine static corrections in time processing. Our success is in using the velocity model derived from Diving-Wave tomography as a starting model for reflection tomography in depth processing. We show that Diving-Wave method is a robust technique that produces reliable near surface models in the presence of gas and in areas with low signal to noise ratio. In the second case, we show that where data has reasonable offset to work with, reflection tomography can produce fairly accurate and high fidelity velocity models that can be further improved with iterative migration velocity analysis. As a result, depending on available data quality, either Diving-Wave derived shallow velocity model or reflection tomography derived model can be used to improve the ultimate product from iterative pre-stack depth migration and reflection tomography.
Introduction
Seismic images over Trinidad and Azerbaijan offshore areas are strongly affected by shallow gas anomalies which greatly attenuate seismic signals. When gas is present throughout a column above a zone of interest, the transmitted signal may be weakest where it is most needed. Moreover, short wavelength nature of lateral and vertical velocity variations in these settings may cause undesirable outcome. Although PS-or S-wave processing can be very successful in imaging through gas, our efforts reported here were confined to improving processing with available Pwave data alone.
Traditionally, reflection tomography has been used to obtain a velocity model for depth imaging in the shallow as well as deep gas areas. In areas where such as offshore Azerbaijan where data quality is reasonably good, reflection tomography can be used reliably. In areas such as offshore Trinidad where data replete with weak shallow reflections, multiple contamination, and severe shallow velocity variations, the application of reflection tomography as a starting point often produces an inadequate and poorly resolved velocity model. In this case, Diving-Wave refraction tomography is more suitable to build initial velocity model. Previously, Bell and others used Diving-Wave refraction tomography for processing seismic data from the Mississippi Delta , West Texas and other areas. These efforts produced a shallow velocity model to determine static corrections in time processing. Here, we present a new use of DivingWave (DW) refraction tomography to build shallow velocity models. Our success is in using the velocity model from DW tomography as a starting model for reflection tomography in depth processing. By starting with the DW model, the ultimate result of iterative pre-stack depth migration is improved.
We illustrate the methodology on marine streamer data over offshore Trinidad and Azerbaijan. In each case, the shallow velocity model is derived from Diving-Wave tomography. The shallow velocity model is then used in iterative pre-stack depth migration with reflection tomography. The depth migrated results are compared with those pre-stack depth migrated with a velocity model derived solely from reflection tomography. We also compare refraction tomography driven velocity model against high-effort, high-resolution velocity model built from reflection tomography alone.
Diving-Wave Tomography
Refraction tomographic inversion of first arrival times is an iterative process. It includes initial velocity model building, travel time calculation, and minimization of the difference between calculated and observed travel time by updating the velocity model . Our DW tomography workflow for this project consisted of the following steps:
1. Pick first arrival times in shot/common-offset domain; 2. Build an initial 3D near-surface velocity model; 3. Forward model first arrival times from shot to receivers; 4. Solve a linear system of equations for velocity model perturbations from the differences between forward modeled and observed travel times; 5. Update the velocity model; 6. Iterate from step 2 until traveltime differences are sufficiently small.
Refraction and reflection tomography for sub-gas imaging
Although the amplitudes of the refracted first arrivals were weak over the shallow gas area, they seemed to stand out against the background noise enough to be picked automatically. In step 1, we applied a low cut minimum phase filter and amplitude scaling before picking. Our automatic picking is based on onset of energy to avoid unwarranted phase-related changes in pick times over a large offset range. We checked the picking with 3 types of displays: overlay of picks on source records with nominal first-arrival move-out corrections, sail-line attribute display showing all pick times, and total-survey common-offset pick time displays.
A critical component for DW tomography is the preparation and quality control of the initial velocity model (step 2). A bad model may lead to a solution that doesn't converge or one that has non-geologic features in the final velocity model. From step 3 to 6 is the major mechanism of inversion. Back projection is used to solve the linear system. A high-quality inversion solution requires evenlyand densely-spaced rays through all cells of velocity model. The iteration sequence progresses from long-wavelength with large cells to short-wavelength with small cells. One pass through steps 3 through 6 used a constant cell size. For these data, we found the best results by beginning with 500 m cells. A second pass was completed with 250 meter cells.
We continued reducing the cell size and, correspondingly, the resolution of the model until no further improvement was possible. Although there are many theoretical aspects that can be considered, our approach to the final resolution of the model is somewhat empirical and depends on the acquisition geometry, its nominal and irregular configuration, the geology of the area, and the effect of the geology on the seismic data. We recognize it is easier to get spatial resolution than vertical resolution.
The result of DW tomography steps was a shallow velocity model. We made a qualitative assessment of the shallow velocity model by stacking the data with and without static corrections determined from the model, but since the velocities are so variable, the static corrections were of limited use. The true utility of the shallow velocity model can only be gauged by using it in a pre-stack depth migration. Once satisfied with the refraction tomography output results, the model is further updated in a global fashion iteratively with pre-stack depth migration and reflection tomography algorithm for optimum results.
Data Examples
The Trinidad data set is 3D streamer, with a 12.5 m group interval 5 km cable in water depths of about 80 m. The final DW tomography solution was four iterations, starting with 500 m and ending with 50 m cells. A single velocity function was chosen as starting velocity model (Figure 1 ).
The final DW velocity model ( Figure 2 ) and static corrections (Figure 3 ) are obtained at the datum depth 1250 meters. Interestingly, the static corrections correlate very well to an independent shallow gas interpretation. The shallow velocity model also has been used as an initial velocity model for reflection tomography to update the deeper velocity model. 
Refraction and reflection tomography for sub-gas imaging
The Azerbaijan data is an example where shallow gas and faulting introduce imaging problems deeper in the section (Figure 4) . The reservoirs depths range from 4500-6500m with these numerous overburden features causing disruption to the reservoir image.
To improve deeper imaging, high resolution reflection tomography of the shallow section was performed. 
Shallow gas

Reflection Tomography
The subsurface line from the 3D survey shown in Figure 4 was passed through tomography to update the velocity field using a pseudo-3D methodology. RMO values derived from horizon based analysis from 30 horizons in the overburden section using PSDM gathers every 12.5m were used as input to the update.
The velocity model was updated on a fine scale grid of 50m spatially and 5m vertically. The resultant tomographic update introduced significant detail in the shallow section (Figure 6c) , where the velocity field followed structural faulting in more detail and delineated areas of shallow gas. The PSDM stack using this velocity model showed substantial improvements in imaging with sharper fault definition, increased event continuity and consistent event amplitudes. Though the migrated stack image was better, the obvious concern resulting from the update was whether an increase in resolution was being achieved at the expense of introducing noise. DW tomography provided an independent corroboration of the shallow velocity model.
Diving-Wave Tomography
One sail-line of 3D streamer data, 6 km cable and 12.5m group interval was processed with Diving-Wave tomography. The data were of very good quality with first breaks picked automatically and then edited to remove spurious events ( Figure 5 ). The final derived velocity model and static corrections are at datum 1500 meters below sea level. The first break picks from offsets 2700-6125m were fed into the diving wave implementation and underwent four passes of tomography. Each pass contained eight iterations with the velocity model spatial grid size being reduced from 500m to 300m to 100m with the final model (Figure 6b ) being 50m. The initial velocity model was a simple V(z) function hung from seabed and the model was updated down to 1600m (Figure 6a ). This model also follows the shallow faulting structure and delineates the shallow gas regions.
The final velocity models (Figure 6b and 6c ) from both reflection and diving wave tomography show very good correlation. Given the similarity in the models and that they use different portions of the seismic dataset the detail of shallow gas and faulting would appear to be real. In this area either method appears to be appropriate for producing a more detailed shallow velocity model and would be good starting points for updating the velocity model for the deeper section. A more robust model may even be produced by combining both methods into a single tomographic update where the full range of offsets available in the shallow seismic data is used.
Conclusions
Diving-wave tomography can provide a near surface velocity model for pre-stack depth migration where reflection tomography has problems to resolve lateral and vertical velocity variations due to limited offsets. Refraction tomography static corrections are calculated from the near surface model for time processing. The inversion has higher spatial resolution than vertical solution. The spatial resolution is determined by the receiver group interval. First arrival picking time is used in the inversion processing. It is important to have automatic and reliable picks to run the inversion. Three Q.C. procedures are used in the projects to ensure the quality of the picks. Diving-wave refraction tomography derived shallow velocity model with smooth background velocity can be used as starting velocity model for reflection tomography/pre-stack depth migration. The examples from Trinidad and Azerbaijan show that refraction tomography produces reliable starting models for use in subsequent reflection tomography iterations in the areas where shallow gas poses serious imaging challenges. In addition where data quality is not a serious problem, high-effort, highresolution velocity model built from a robust iterative reflection tomography alone can be sufficient. 
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